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Flaming Lips frontman Wayne Coyne wants you to know 
something about the band’s new record: It is not fun

Bad Company
Having turned a drama about a 
meth kingpin into a highly addic-
tive TV hit, the producers of 
AMC’s “Breaking Bad” 
are setting their 
sights on even 
grimmer territory 
with “Rectify,” 
a new Sundance 
Channel series 
about a former 
death row inmate. 
Here’s how it stacks 
up against its predecessor. 

LESS-THAN-JOLLY PLOT
“Breaking Bad”: Cancer-

stricken science teacher begins 

making meth to provide for his 

family; gets addicted to the biz.

“Rectify”: Prisoner is freed 

a� er 20 years and must grapple 

with a dramatically changed 

society. His hometown thinks 

he’s guilty. Which he might be.

MAIN CHARACTER
“Breaking Bad”: Walter White, 

family man turned epic villain.

“Rectify”: While rooting for 

a meth manufacturer is a bit 

uncomfortable, at least we 

know where we stand with 

Walt. But is Daniel Holden a 

victim or a monster? Murky.

LEAD ACTOR
“Breaking Bad”: Bryan Crans-

ton, whose comedic fl air amps 

up Walt’s creepy intensity.

“Rectify”: The only funny 

thing about Aden Young’s 

Daniel Holden is his deadpan 

reaction to life’s absurdities. 

And even then, no one’s really 

laughing. APRIL 22

Piece of the Bastille: 
“Years ago, this sugar 
cube–size fragment 
narrowly managed to 
survive ‘condemning’ 
[removal from the 
museum’s collection]. 
Just imagine this tiny 
little black cube sitting 
on a table surrounded by 
heavyweight curators all 
looking at it like, J’accuse!”

Plymouth Rock fragment: 
“This one I literally found in 
the collection, overlooked 
among a cache of items 
belonging to Lincoln’s 
assistant secretary of 
the Navy. Its inscription 
doesn’t say ‘Plymouth 
Rock’ but ‘Broken From the 
Mother Rock’—so you had 
to pay attention to make 
the connection.”

Relics of the recount: 
“Broward Circuit Judge 
Robert Rosenberg came to 
see an exhibit I’d curated 
on voting machines, and 
he gave me one of his 
business cards. Stapled 
to it was a bag of chads 
from the Broward County 
2000 presidential election 
recount. I thought, You 
can’t make this stuff  up!”

Keepsakes Alive!
There’s nary a tacky tourist 

T-shirt or improbable snow 

globe to be found in William 

L. Bird Jr.’s new history book, 

Souvenir Nation, and with 

good reason: As a curator at the 

Smithsonian’s National Museum of Ameri-

can History, he had access to mementoes of 

a more monumental nature. Here, a peek 

behind a few of his fi nds. april 17

THE FLAMING LIPS’ latest release, The Terror, was conceived while the band 
was recording last year’s Heady Fwends, which singer Wayne Coyne describes 
as “freaky, moving rock music.” If Fwends lived up to its playful title, the new 
album is equally well named. “You eat a bunch of candy,” says Coyne, explain-
ing the shi�  in tone, “and the next thing you want is a bunch of potato chips.”

The theme of mutually dependent opposites—light and dark, pleasure and 
pain—runs throughout The Terror, the Lips’ 13th studio album. It’s coruscat-
ing and beautiful, but also a li� le taxing. “I don’t like to listen to it,” Coyne 
admits. “I don’t want to be in that state of mind all the time.”

Coyne does not believe, however, that Flaming Lips fans—who have grown 
accustomed to the band’s skewed, symphonic psychedelia—will be put off  
by the gloomier material. “I think that’s why it’s powerful,” he says. “It has a 
way of pulling you in.” 

In fact, Coyne adds, there’s an upbeat edge to this light-and-dark stuff . 
“A truly optimistic person understands why optimism is so great,” he says, 
“because they understand what the other thing is.” APRIL 2
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